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1. Introduction 

1.0 Purpose 
This document highlights new features, bug fixes and improvements in this release of Data Entry Workflow 
(DEW) 10.0.31.8 from To-Increase B.V. This release is compatible with the version of Microsoft Dynamics 
365 for Finance and Operations, 10.0.25 and higher.   

 

1.1 Audience 
This document is intended for new users of Data Entry Workflow partners and customers. Some 
knowledge of Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations is assumed. 

 

1.2 Deliverables 
Deliverable  Description  

Solution package Data Entry Workflow is delivered as a Microsoft Dynamics Lifecycle 
Services (LCS) solution package. 

Software deployable package        Data Entry Workflow 10.0.31.8 

Release notes  This document is provided with the Data Entry Workflow product 
deliverables.  

Implementation methodology The solution package contains a Data Entry Workflow 
implementation methodology that provides detailed step-by-step 
instructions on how to install, learn, and implement the solution.  

Getting started BPM library The solution package includes a Getting started with Data Entry 
Workflow BPM library. This library contains several task guides that 
showcase some of the key capabilities of Data Entry Workflow. 

Documentation BPM library We are working on the documentation for Data Entry Workflow. 
This is not published as BPM library on the moment of this release. 

Authentication assets  A To-Increase security certificate is provided to allow trusted 
installation of the provided model files and ISV license files.  
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2. What’s New 

2.0 Current release 
 

2.0.0 Auto-complete steps 
When starting a data entry workflow using the Connectivity Studio integration (with the Data entry 
workflow document handler) data can usually be populated for all of the mandatory and important fields 
from a specific workflow step.  If that is the case, then users may not actually have anything else to fill in, 
but just complete the step and move the workflow to the next step. To avoid having someone manually 
complete the step although no data is needed, we have now added the option to configure whether auto-
complete can be performed on a specific step or not.  

 
If checked, then when the workflow is started from an integration, then the step will be completed 
automatically, and the next workflow steps are created and eventually also auto-completed. The auto-
complete logic is being executed on any Data entry type steps. Therefore, for Approval type steps the 
auto-complete will not attempt to perform any additional operations.    

2.0.1 Data quality studio configurable lookup support 
One recent feature added to the Data quality studio is the ability to define a configurable lookup that will 
allow customers to better address the quality of their data by displaying only the needed values in the 
fields.  

As part of Data entry workflow, we have added the support to use the configurable lookups in the data 
entry wizard form as well. Therefore, if DQS has any configurable lookups defined that are working on 
standard D365 forms, then the Data Entry Workflow wizard will also benefit of the same functionality.  

When you have both solutions installed, you would need to ensure DQS in your environment is version 
10.0.31.4 or higher. 
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2.0.2 Label matching during import 
The issue when labels were not imported was fixed. Import of the DEW template file generated in the 
previous DEW release might trigger an error. It’s recommended to export the template once again.  

A new parameter ‘Overwrite shared labels’ was added to the DEW template import dialog. The goal of this 
parameter is to avoid the situation when the import of the DEW template overwrites label text which is 
used in another template. By default, the ‘Overwrite shared labels’ is set to no. If the label is used in 
several templates, the warning "Label %1 for language %2 could not be changed to %3 because the label is 
also used in the template %4" will be shown. Where %1- label Id, %2 -language, %3 -text, %4 - the first 
selected project. In this case, the user will be able to fix labels manually or re-execute the import with the 
parameter set to Yes. 

Labels will be changed without any warning if they are used only in the current template.  

If the parameter is set to Yes, all labels will be updated. 

2.0.3 Support for Tax exempt numbers for Customer and Vendor data entry  
One particular requirement that needs to be met during the entry of a customer and/or vendor is to be 
able to fill in the Tax Exempt number. Usually, on standard D365 form the value needs to exist in the 
master Tax exempt number table. However, with Data entry workflow, we are now able to populate the 
tax exempt number that does not exist in the master table.  

 

At the time of transferring the data to final tables, if the Tax-exempt number does not exist in the master 
table, the value will be created.  
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3. Bug Fixes 

Internal 

• Active template is editable in grid. 

o Fix: Disabled any editing in the grid     

• Error "Wrong parameters specified" when using product images on the table 
EcoResProduct 

o Fix: Reworked code to fix the error.   

• Step assignments get lost after various scenarios. 

o Fix: Reworked the code to address the issues. 

• Select fields – Delete fields confirmation box in field picker issue. 

o Fix – Whenever we start the Select fields process, we were getting a prompt that 
would tell us the existing fields will be deleted. This was referring to the fields that 
were selected but not committed to the template. Therefore, we have updated 
the messaging to reflect that. Committed fields will not be deleted.  
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4. Common features 

To-Increase is offering various add-on solutions. Some features and technical solutions are common or 
could be common for all our solutions on the Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations platform. As of 
November 2022, we will start leveraging a new common library model. 

The common library model will be a centralized location where the new common features will be added 
automatically, and customers don't have to make an additional effort to update the build pipelines after 
the first enablement of this model. 

ISV licensing is technically supported with a code signing certificate. The certificate we must use expires 
every three years, next up for renewal in 2023. Soon, our solutions will refer to this common model for the 
code signing certificate, instead of maintaining it separately in all our solutions. 

Next to technical content, the common library comes with features which are beneficial to our customers. 
E.g. a Solutions Management dashboard gives a clear view of currently installed versions, status of license, 
option to renew licenses without any downtime, easy access to release notes and documentation, and the 
ability to leave feedback through the in-app feedback system. 

 
On all To-Increase forms, there is on the left-top of the forms a smiley icon in the menu where you can 
provide us feedback, suggestions, and ideas so we can learn how improve our solutions. 
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5. Known Issues and limitations 

In this section the known issues and limitations that are currently in DEW will be highlighted. These issues 
or limitations can also be due to standard Dynamics 365 limitations. Known issues and limitations: 

• User can setup alerts as notifications. A data entity to continue with data outside of Dynamics 365 
is not available yet. 

 

We have items on the roadmap that will improve the product. If you want to learn about upcoming 
features you can contact To-Increase. 

 

In general, the Data Entry workflow can work for any regular table and field, regardless if it is part of the 
standard, an ISV solution, customization or configured custom field. We have concentrated our testing on 
master data entry: Customers, (Released) Products, Vendor and Vendor bank accounts. We did test some 
other tables as well. If there is any specific behaviour which needs attention to get the recording or 
processing better for your scenarios, please contact us so we can improve the solution.  

 

Together with the solution, we provide sample data entry workflow templates. The tutorials are provided 
‘as-is’ and not supported as part of the main application. The examples are mainly intended for learning 
and demo purposes. Before using them in a production environment, you must verify if they will work as 
per your expectations. 

 

Microsoft is continuously adding new features in the application directly and via Feature Management. 
Sometimes these are public preview and will be made generally available in future releases, in other cases, 
they are already general available, and you have the choice to activate them. Currently, we are not testing 
compatibility with all new features or combinations. Once a feature is enabled at the customer 
environment and in case of any issues or questions related to new standard features and our solutions, 
kindly contact us via To-Increase support. 


